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Rocabella Mykonos initiates you into a hip accommodation 

experience for real travellers seeking wanderlust and wanting to live 

life to its fullest. It introduces you to a private retreat, without feeling 

cut off from the island’s rhythms, as it is ideally located at the village 

and beach of Agios Stefanos, just five minutes’ drive from Chora. 

It is inspired by minimal design and bohemian aesthetics that 

harmoniously blend with the dominant white Cycladic architecture 

and the blue Mykonian landscape. Its 21 rooms and suites are all 

about soft earthy tones, simple lines and natural materials, while its 

superior services and personalised amenities cater to those looking 

for simplicity and authenticity.

With sea views, jacuzzi and balcony for quality relaxation, the rooms 

and suites feature everything you need to make you feel like home. 

All we need from you is to find your own kind of happiness and 

indulge in an experience of genuine hospitality.

A bohemian retreat in the Aegean Sea

where everyone discovers their inner child

and stays forever young;

a place, where time stops

and your true self finds its home.



The heart of Rocabella Mykonos beats in the pool area. Design chairs 

and cosy loungers are all you need for a long-lasting relaxation by the 

pool, where you can indulge in true enjoyment and carelessness.

Our award-winning Greek breakfast, honouring local products,

is the best way to start your day and our way of saying "kalimera" 

("good morning"), the refreshing cocktails and nutritious juices of the 

pool bar should not be missing from your daily to-dos,

while the creative flavours of Reeza Restaurant introduce you to 

modern Greek cuisine in the most delicious way. The wonderful 

views of the Aegean Sea, the historic Delos and the neighbouring 

Rineia complement ideally your unique dining experience.

Pamper yourself with high-level treatments in our spa, a wellness 

microcosm if you’d like, and surrender into the hands of experienced 

therapists.

When you are not relaxing by the pool or in your room, the concept 

store at the reception entices you in with some of the design objects 

found in the rooms, Greek cosmetics used in the spa, local products 

and creations by talented Greek designers.

As a member of Green Hotels and being awarded with Green Key 

for our eco-identity and environmental responsibility are undeniably 

some of our top priorities. 

At Rocabella Mykonos, we believe in people and moments, offering 

all you need to turn your moments here into a life experience. 
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